Detailed data sheet: T-Link
What it does?
T-Link allows the creation of documents in a format that meets your partner’s specific
needs, according to applicative/administrative requirements, and in a way that’s
independent from operative management, EDI standards, or customised tracks. It is noninvasive, so the user doesn’t need to modify the system in use.
This solution also allows the creation of XML or Peppol tracks for e-invoicing destined to
the public administration, it allows the passage of documents into a keeping system up to
standards. It helps you sending documents through certified email, mailing and post, as
well as sending them through VAN EDI.
To operate easily and through multiple channels are the packet’s strong points: it
translates and sends or receives documents in the format selected by your Trading
Partner (through the channel they prefer), guaranteeing a single interface for your
company’s informative system. It is a complete and flexible web platform, it’s innovative
and, thanks to the pre-configured solutions, it allows a fast “time-to-market”. The cloud
service offers the speed you need to react efficiently and effectively to the requests of
documents by your partners.
The cloud does not require a big investment and makes you part of the digital evolution
change.
How T-Link works
Each user can interact with the portal to check the status of documents sent to clients or
received by suppliers, with EDI or non-EDI customised protocols;
• T-Link translates standard EDI formats or non-EDI formats, according to the specific
needs of each partner. Among the formats, there’s standard XML, the format used
by the public administration for e-invoicing;
• Acquires and transmits documents in the exchange format (Idoc, XML, CSV, TXT,
JD Edwards trays, web services); it also stores documents to facilitate the
integration with the informative system;
• Sends/receives in electronic format, through VAN, FTP, SFTP, AS2, OFTP, OFTP2,
via regular or certified email, or through automatic mailing systems (such as Postel);
• Instrument panel to check files, error notices and possibility to rework and resend
the file;
• View/print of the documents;
• Easily archive the documents by generating PDF and index file of all the documents
handled;
• Management of commission documents, through which the external agents can see
their commissions on sales volume or on cashed and issue their own invoices;
• The interface with the company’s informative system can be handled with exchange
files, “border” charts or the use of web services.
• Integration with the Supplier portal to send offer requests, updates on payment,
debit reports, statements of the supplier.
Beneficiaries
T-Link allows a fast and efficient management of the data exchange in a variety of sectors:
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LARGE SCALE DISTRIBUTION
FOOD INDUSTRY
AUTOMOTIVE
PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS INDUSTRY
COSMETICS
FLORICULTURE
HYDRAULICS
LOGISTICS
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
FASHION AND RETAIL
FOOD SERVICE
SERVICES AND UTILITY
PACKAGING
Advantages
Single interface to manage all movements and commercial transactions, no matter what is
your preferred channel for transmission/reception;
• Provision of information to all company users to check the operations;
• Management of confirmation message by the client;
• Management and control of resending of documents (versioning available);
• Easy activation of new trading partners and fast activation of related processes of
transmission/reception;
• Reports for flow control, aggregation and verification of contractual limits, in
compliance with control of characters and number of documents transmitted;
• Easy integration with the company’s informative system;
• Possibility to attach EDI files, PDFs (for electronic archive, mailing systems, etransmission via regular or certified email);
• Management of fiscal format for public administration invoices (generated in a
single step, no need for a specific process);
• In cloud service, customised according to the company’s needs, with web interface
for queries and management.
EDI and non-EDI formats
Thanks to the translation feature, T-Link manages all EDI formats (EDIFACT, VDA,
ODETTE, Tradacom, Ansi X12, XML for public administration, Peppol, UBL….) allowing
the exchange of documents in a variety of sectors: large scale distribution, automotive,
electronics, public administration, hospitals, food services…). It also offers translation in
customised formats (such as CSV files, Excel).
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